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Automation anxiety

‘The number of jobs lost to more efficient machines is only part of the problem. What
worries many job experts more is that automation may prevent the economy from
creating enough new jobs. ... Throughout industry, the trend has been to bigger

production with a smaller workforce. ... Many of the losses in factory jobs have been
countered by an increase in the service industries or in office jobs. But automation is
beginning to move in and eliminate office jobs too. ... In the past, new industries hired
far more people than those they put out of business. But this is not true of many of
today’s new industries. ... Today’s new industries have comparatively few jobs for the
unskilled or semiskilled, just the class of workers whose jobs are being eliminated by

automation.’

TIME magazine, 1961 February 24
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Technological change

• is necessary for economic growth
• is necessary to overcome problems

• climate change, diseases, malnutrition, etc

• technological change does not benefit everyone equally

• currently, in developed countries the majority of adults can earn a decent living by
working in paid employment

• but this is not a given

• does AI threaten this equilibrium?

1. it could decrease the number of jobs in which humans are more productive than
machines → large unemployment

2. it could reshape job skill demands → a small fraction of workers with highly
specialized skills reap all the benefits
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Two centuries of automation

why does technological change happen?

→ to make production more efficient
• tractors
• assembly lines
• computerization
• AI

→ usually replaces humans by tools, machines, computers

• it has worked: we have made ourselves unnecessary in a lot of activities

• and yet there is more employment today than ever

→ David Autor: Why are there still so many jobs?
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What does technological change do to labor demand?

1. typically intended to substitute for labor [tractors and agricultural workers]

2. can make workers more productive in some tasks [tools in doctor’s office]

→ it improves productivity ⇒ increases income

+ insatiability: perceived needs increase with income

3. increases demand for goods and services ⇒ increases demand for labor

4. invention of new types of jobs

discussion typically

• focuses on mechanism 1

• and ignores or underestimates mechanism 2, 3, 4
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Mechanism 2: Complement workers in non-automated tasks

• most workplace technologies are designed to save labor
→ the labor requirement per unit of output falls
→ why doesn’t aggregate employment fall?

• most processes rely on many inputs
• labor and capital
• brains and brawn
• creativity and repetition
• intuition and technical knowledge

• each of these are necessary
→ improvements in one increase the value of the other

→ Kremer (1993): O-ring production function
O-ring rubber seal which caused the 1986 accident of the Space Shuttle Challenger
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Mechanism 3: Increasing labor demand – Tech did not make labor obsolete

The prospect of mass unemployment runs contrary to 
the evidence. Even as technological advances have made 
life longer, more comfortable, and more interesting, 
they have generally led to net job creation rather than 
net job destruction. How do we know this to be true? 
Figure 1 shows that the fraction of U.S. adults working 
in paid employment rose steeply throughout the 20th 
century.4�8U�Pdc^\PcX^]��̂ a�Xcb�_aTSTRTbb^a��\TRWP]XiP-
cX^]��cT]Sb�c^�aT]STa�Wd\P]�[PQ^a�aTSd]SP]c��cWT]�_PXS�
employment would not have risen persistently over the 
most technologically innovative century in human his-
tory. Indeed, in the economic research on automation 
and employment, no rigorous evidence suggests that 
automation has caused aggregate employment to fall 
over a sustained time period.5 Moreover, even as con-
cern about technological unemployment has risen in 
recent years, the industrialized world has seen sustained 
rapid employment growth. 

If automation “saves labor,” why does it not reduce 
c^cP[�T\_[^h\T]c.�FWX[T�cWXb�`dTbcX^]�[PRZb�P�ST	]XcXeT�
answer, it is certain that even as technological advances 
displace human labor from some tasks, they spur three 
other forces that generate new work. First, automation 
makes workers more productive in the tasks that are not 
automated: Roofers wield pneumatic nail guns to hang 
shingles; doctors deploy portfolios of tests to make 
diagnoses; architects rapidly render designs; teach-
Tab�ST[XeTa� [Tbb^]b�cWa^dVW�cT[T_aTbT]RT*�	[\\PZTab�
use computer graphics to simulate unworldly action 
sequences; and long-haul truck drivers upload their 
route parameters to cloud-based dispatching platforms 
to ensure that they never ride with an empty load. In 
each of these instances, automation of a subset of tasks 
augments the productivity of workers accomplishing 
[PaVTa�^QYTRcXeTb�Qh�ePbc[h�X]RaTPbX]V�cWTXa�TèRXT]Rh��

Figure 1. The Fraction of Adults in Paid Employment Has Risen for Most of the Past 125 Years

EMPLOYMENT TO POPULATION RATE OF U.S. ADULTS BY SEX, 1890!–!2015
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Source: Autor, Mindell,
Reynolds (2020) Figure 1
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Mechanism 4: Creation of new types of jobs
Figure 2. More Than 60% of Jobs Done in 2018 Had Not Yet Been “Invented” in 1940
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Second, automation drives productivity increases 
that raise total income in the economy. Much of this 
income is then spent on additional goods and ser-
vices — larger houses, safer vehicles, better meals 
and entertainment, more frequent and distant travel, 
further education, and more comprehensive health-
care. All of this consumption demands workers and 
hence raises employment. 

Finally, and perhaps most profoundly, even as auto-
mation eliminates human labor from certain tasks, 
technological change leads to new kinds of work. New 
goods and services, new industries and occupations 
demand new skills and offer new earnings opportuni-
ties. A century ago, there was no computer industry, 
no solar energy jobs, no television networks, and no 
air travel sector. Automobiles, electrification, and 

2020 Final Report 10

more than 60% of jobs
done in 2018 were not
present in 1940

Source: Autor, Mindell,
Reynolds (2020) Figure 2
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Mechanism 4: Examples of new job titles

technologies, we found technological change — while 
visible and auguring vast potential — moving less 
rapidly, and displacing fewer jobs, than portrayed 
in popular accounts. New technologies themselves 
are often astounding, but it can take decades from 
the birth of an invention to its commercialization, 
assimilation into business processes, standardization, 
widespread adoption, and broader impacts on the 
workforce. This evolutionary pace of change opens 
opportunities to craft policies, develop skills, and 
foment investments to shape the trajectory of change 
to create broader social and economic benefits.

A s noted in the previous chapter, histor y and 
economics show no intrinsic conflict among techno-
logical change, full employment, and rising earnings. 

The dynamic interplay among task automation, 
innovation, and new work creation, while always dis-
ruptive, is a primary wellspring of rising productivity. 

However, these processes do not benefit everyone. 
Changes in the structure of work inevitably generate 
riches for some and hardships for others. Merely to 
keep pace with shifting product and skill demands, 
workers, firms, and governments must make costly 
investments. Recent decades have witnessed sharp 
declines in sectors, such as steel, mining, and textile 
production, which have ushered in concentrated 
and persistent job loss in communities specializing 
in these activities.9 Even if some of these transitions 
were necessary, such as the progression from coal 
to cleaner energy, the net benefits do not erase the 
hardship borne by those who found themselves on the 
wrong side of the labor demand curve.

No economic law dictates that the creation of new 
work must equal or exceed the elimination of old work. 
Still, history shows that they tend to evolve togeth-
er.10 Indeed, as detailed in Chapter 3, in each instance 
where the Task Force focused its expertise on specific 

Table 1. Examples of New Occupations Added to the U.S. Census Between 1940 and 2018

YEAR EXAMPLE TITLES ADDED

1940 Automatic welding machine operator Gambling dealer

1950 Airplane designer Beautician

1960 Textile chemist Pageants director

1970 Engineer computer application Mental-health counselor

1980 Controller, remotely piloted vehicle Hypnotherapist

1990 Certified medical technician Conference planner

2000 Artificial intelligence specialist Chat room host/monitor

2010 Wind turbine technician Sommelier

2018 Pediatric vascular surgeon Drama therapist

Source: Autor, Salomons, and Seegmiller, 2020.

2020 Final Report 12

driven by

→ new technology

→ new demand

Source: Autor, Mindell,
Reynolds (2020) Table 1
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Is there nothing to worry about?

• historical evidence suggests that we are not running out of jobs but

1. technological change altered the quality of jobs

→ expertise is crucial for well-paying jobs
domain-specific knowledge that is required to complete a valuable task

2. and has not resulted in broadly shared prosperity since the 1980s

• shared prosperity necessary

→ for mechanism 3: to keep up labor demand

→ for mechanism 4: to have good quality jobs
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Prosperity not broadly shared

productivity likely rose faster than depicted here and 
that real wages stagnated by less. But these caveats 
S^�]^c�P[cTa�cWT�ZTh�_^X]cb�\PST�Qh�5XVdaTb�#�P]S�$)�
Median earnings stagnated relative to productivity 
growth over the last four decades; earnings of women 
rose faster than earnings of men; and earnings of 
whites rose faster than those of Blacks or Hispanics. 

Could the decoupling between average productivity 
growth and median wage growth simply mean that the 
median worker is not getting much more productive 
while the productivity of high-wage, high-education 
workers is surging ahead?12 This idea is challenging to 
test since economic data measures average produc-
tivity of industries and economies, not productivity 
of individual workers. However, other countries have 

also experienced rising educational wage differentials 
and a “decoupling ” between productivity growth 
and median earnings growth. This pattern suggests 
that technological factors that countries have in 
common — as opposed to institutional factors that 
they do not — are likely part of the explanation. But 
the U.S. is an extreme case. Among 24 countries for 
which data is available, the OECD reports that the U.S. 
had the third-largest decoupling between productiv-
Xch� Va^fcW� � �'��� P]S�\TSXP]�fPVT� Va^fcW� ���$���
QTcfTT]� (($�P]S�!� "��P�VP_�^U� �"���TgRTTSTS�Qh�^][h�
Poland and Korea.13 By comparison, the gap between 
productivity growth and median wage growth was 
[Tbb�cWP]�WP[U�Pb� [PaVT����&��� X]�2P]PSP��cWT�=TcWTa-
lands, Australia, and Japan; and only one-sixth as large 
���!���X]�6Ta\P]h��0dbcaXP��P]S�=^afPh�14

Figure 4. Productivity and Compensation Growth in the United States, 1948 !– !2016
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productivity and real
wages are diverging in the
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Source: Autor, Mindell,
Reynolds (2020) Figure 4
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Increasing inequality: Diverging real wages by education

Today’s concerns originate in what happened after 
1980. As compared to the earlier period, earnings 
growth in the past 40 years has been slow, sporadic, 
and unequal. Between 1948 and 1978, U.S. total 
output per hour of work rose by 108%, as shown in 
Figure 4, an annual growth rate of 2.4%. During the 
same period, average compensation of production 
P]S� ]^]bd_TaeXb^ah� f^aZTab� �P� bcP]S�X]� U^a� cWT�
median since median wages are not available for this 
_TaX^S��a^bT�X]�]TPa�[^RZbcT_��X]RaTPbX]V�Qh�($���1h�
contrast, in the subsequent four decades, between 
1978 and 2016, aggregate productivity rose by a 
UdacWTa�%%�� �P]�P]]dP[� Va^fcW� aPcT�^U�  �"����fWX[T�
production and nonsupervisory compensation rose 
by a mere 10% and median compensation rose by 9%. 
This growing gulf between rising productivity and  
stagnating median wages is often referred to as “the 
great divergence.”

Within this “great divergence” lurk further dispar-
ities of race and gender. In this period, white men  
and white women notched the bulk of the modest 
\TSXP]�fPVT�Va^fcW��bTT�5XVdaT�$���B_TRXUXRP[[h��cWT�
median hourly wages of white men rose by 7% while 
those among Black and Hispanic men rose by only 
1% and 3%, respectively. And among women, median 
hourly wages rose by 42% among white women, rel-
PcXeT�c^�^][h�!$��P]S�!%��P\^]V�1[PRZ�P]S�7Xb_P]XR�
women, respectively. 

Reported changes in “real” wage levels should be 
viewed as approximate; it is not possible to capture 
all changes in living standards across decades using 
a single cost of living index. Indeed, the true purchas-
ing power of the median worker has likely risen faster 
than these numbers suggest, which also means that 

Figure 3. Real Wages Have Risen for College Graduates and Fallen for Workers with High School  
Degree or Less Since 1980

CUMULATIVE CHANGE IN REAL WEEKLY EARNINGS OF WORKING-AGE ADULTS AGES 18"–"64, 1963"–"2017
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real wages increasing for
college grads, falling for
lower education since
1980

Source: Autor, Mindell,
Reynolds (2020) Figure 3

The rise in inequality is not just a US phenomenon.

Change in the Gini 
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Source: OECD. 2015.”In It Together: Why Less Inequality Benefits All."
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Gini increased almost
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Increasing inequality: Increasing Gini coefficient

The rise in inequality is not just a US phenomenon.

Change in the Gini 
Coefficient, measure 
of inequality
1985–2010’s

Source: OECD. 2015.”In It Together: Why Less Inequality Benefits All."
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When does technology lead to prosperity?

Acemoglu and Johnson: Power and progress

• widespread ‘techno-optimism’: technological change will benefit everyone

→ productivity bandwagon

technology improves ⇒ productivity increases ⇒ workers also benefit

• several historical examples where this did not happen [early industrial revolution]

• some examples where it did [late IR, US and Europe after WWII]

• two key elements for productivity bandwagon to operate

1. technology increases the marginal productivity of workers

2. institutions support worker voice & rent sharing

12
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Productivity bandwagon started to break down from the 1980s

1. technology did not increase worker marginal productivity

- too much focus on automation, not enough new task creation

- automation affected lower-educated workers more

2. institutions, environment changed

- erosion of worker power

- new corporate vision: sole responsibility of manager is to shareholders

13



How about AI?

• AI: autonomous learning, creative tasks, discovery & invention

• learning through association enabled by huge computational power

PERIL

• some tools replace the value of
human expertise

• AI could replace a lot of expertise at
the same time

hand-off problem, human expertise
not needed

PROMISE

• some tools can augment the value
of human expertise

• AI could enable less expert workers
to perform more expert tasks

physical support, improvement in
time and performance
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Can AI usher in a new phase of the productivity bandwagon?

1. tech should be developed to complement human expertise rather than devalue it

machine usefulness vs machine intelligence

new tasks, better info for workers and decision makers

→ the future path of AI is not yet determined: appropriate regulation can impact the
direction of technological change

2. strengthen institutions that support good technologies and rent sharing

strengthen worker power, civil society

⇒ potentially huge role for policy and for civil movements

taxes that redirect tech towards worker-augmenting, data ownership & use
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